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Description
the showtime is very powerful on ps3, it can play most video file on internet with cell decoder, even the video is 1080p, this is very
excited!

so i decide to devlep a plugin to play ott content video in china! this work is very useful!

but i meet a problem: many video is split into several segment file, and format is flv or mp4, so i find the way to solve in past discuss
and get no!

what i need is, the showtime can accepted a who movie that's splited into several segment, and can give a api to accept this, please
refer to below!

what i need is not the playlist, playlist is not a goog way to solve the problem!

1: there will be a black screen between two video in the playlist, and can't be played back in all the video in playlist!

2: in internet, it is very common to split a movie into several segment file to store on server, like hls, but the format can be flv, mp4

etc, in this case, showtime will be able to play all the segment file as a whole movie! in this way, a user can give the url by this format
"http://host/1.flv|http://host/2.flv|http://host/3.flv"(suggest)

if the showtime can support this feature, i will develop a plugin to most chinese user, it will work as a android tv box to ps3 user, it very
useful to most user, i expect this function.
thanks a lot!
Related issues:
Related to Feature # 536: Popupable playlist

New

05/26/2011

History
#1 - 04/19/2014 06:55 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from a very important function requirement to showtime to Ability to play chunked/splitted video files smooth consequently (js api)
#2 - 04/27/2014 02:25 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Related to Feature #536: Popupable playlist added
#3 - 01/02/2015 12:56 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Target version set to 4.10
#4 - 04/18/2015 08:55 AM - Andreas Smas
- Target version deleted (4.10)
#5 - 12/17/2015 10:06 PM - Andreas Smas
- Category changed from Plugins to API
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